
Physical Computing 

Variable Physical Activities 

These are great to use with pupils 

• As an introduction before introducing a new type of variable use (5 minute activity) 

• As a support activity when you spot pupils who don’t understand variables in block based  

programming languages such as Scratch, Crumble, Blockly, Tickle etc 

Variable activities covered 

 Temperature variable controls what actions happen, includes conditional selection AND OR  

 Slider variable controls how many times jump 

 Dial controls how many times program bows 

 Distance sensor controls how many times swing arms per second 

 Distance sensor controls how many times say beep per second 

 Movement sensor (PIR) controls if buzzer on or off 

 Movement sensor (PIR) controls if buzzer off or no  

 Movement sensor controls how long between handclaps  

 Changing length between claps by changing variable in a loop 

 Changing length between claps by changing variable in a loop 



Temperature      Work in threes       

One person is the temperature Input who gives information (temp cards) that goes into the variable 

One person is the variable who holds the temperature information (temp cards) 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 

Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

Temperature sensor  

Pant like a dog with your tongue hanging out 

Smile and nod slowly with a smile on your face 

Blow on your hands, shake and say brrrr 

Variable 



Temperature Cards 

14 83 31 52 72 

05 99 29 43 11 



Slider      Work in threes       

One person is the slider Input  

(place cards on floor 0-1-2-3-4 stand next to a number, be the slider stick) 

One person is the variable who says the slider information 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 

Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

Slider input 

Jump times 

Variable 



Dial      Work in threes       

One person is the dial Input  

(place cards on floor 0-1-2-3-4 in an arc point to one number like a dial hand) 

One person is the variable called dial who says the dial information 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 

Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

dial input 

bow times dial 

dial 

Variable 



Slider & Dial Cards 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 1 2 3 4 



Distance      Work in threes       

One person is the distance sensor Input  

(place cards on floor 0-1-2-3-4 in a line, move up the cards slowly) 

One person is the variable who says the distance sensor information 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 

Don’t forget to swap roles 

dial input distance sensor 

times per second swing arms 

Variable 



Distance 2     Work in threes       

One person is the distance sensor Input  

(place cards on floor 0-1-2-3-4 in a line, move up the cards slowly) 

One person is the variable who says the distance sensor information 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 

Don’t forget to swap roles 

dial input distance sensor 

times per second say beep 

Variable 



Distance & Distance 2 Cards 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 1 2 3 4 



Movement Sensor (PIR)     Work in threes       

One person is the movement sensor Input  

(place cards on floor in order 98-99-100-101-102 move along range stop at a number) 

One person is the variable who says the movement sensor information 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 
Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

movement sensor 

turn buzzer HI (on) 

turn buzzer LO (off) 

Variable 



Movement Sensor 2 (PIR)     Work in threes       

One person is the movement sensor Input  

(place cards on floor in order 98-99-100-101-102 move along range stop at a number) 

One person is the variable who says the movement sensor information 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 
Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

movement sensor 

Make quiet buzzing noise 

Nod slowly 

Variable 
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Movement Sensor 3 (PIR)     Work in threes       

One person is the movement sensor Input  

(place cards on floor in order 98-99-100-101-102 move along range stop at a number) 

One person is the variable who says the movement sensor information 

One person is the Program and does what is in the program (Holds this code) 
Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

wave hands 

clap hands 

movement sensor 

Variable 



Movement Sensor 3 Cards 
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Seconds Variable     Work in threes        

Take it in turns to be the program and follow the code 

Who can follow the code most accurately?  

Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

clap once 

If you are waiting hold your fingers 

up to show how many seconds are 

in the variable called seconds 

Variable 



Seconds Variable     Work in threes        

Take it in turns to be the program and follow the code 

Who can follow the code most accurately?  

Don’t forget to 

swap roles 

Nod head once 

If you are waiting hold your fingers 

up to show how many seconds are 

in the variable called seconds 

Variable 


